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Abstract

This paper discuss an image presenting method that projects information on an inner wall of a car in order to
raise safety by using RPT(Retro-reflective Projection Technology). In previous research, we can see through the
rear seat which is covered with retro-reflective material as a screen and recognize directly backward of a car.
In this paper, we propose a projection optical system for binocular vision by using the stepwise lens array and
field lens. We conducted an experiment to verify the visibility of the proposed system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism]:
Virtual reality—

1. Introduction

Recently several studies have reported that image present-
ing methods for improving usability and safety of a car by
presenting blind area information from driver’s view point.
Specifically, there is a wide blind area in the rear of a car.
Therefore collision accidents are happen frequently when go
backward. Many drivers use a back guide monitor mounted
on the front of a car. However, it is difficult to see the mon-
itor and backwards alternately and to operate intuitively for
drivers who is unfamiliar with.
In previous research, by using RPT(Retro-reflective Projec-
tion Technology) [1], it is possible to see through the rear
seat covered by retro-reflective material as a screen and rec-
ognize directly backward of a car. RPT is a type of active
camouflage. A projector projects the background image that
processed by perspective projection matrix. The projected
image is reflected by the half-mirror on a right angle and
then retro-reflected by the retro-reflective screen. In previ-
ous research of a projection optical system mounted in a car
by using RPT, the projector which projects background im-
age is located on a front seat armrest and pointed to a ceiling.
A driver see a rear seat through the half-mirror mounted on
the side of headrest. The relationship between the observing
point and projector’s lens is "conjugate". It means that the

length from half-mirror to the observing point is equal to the
length from half-mirrror to the projector lens.
In addition, there are some application by using RPT.
Koizumi et al [2] proposed Invisible Cloak. It looks as if
background image can be seen through the body of a man
who wear a retro-reflective coat. Ando et al [3] have devel-
oped a system that makes an observer see through an A-pillar
which is located on both ends of windscreen. Fig.2 show
the application by using RPT. In a projection optical sys-
tem mounted in a car using RPT, a projected image is retro-
reflected to the observing point. Accordingly, it is sufficient
for a driver to recognize a projected image even if the small
projector. Furthermore,it is possible to reduce a blooming of
projected image by making the projector’s iris as small as
possible and making the depth of focus big.
We proposed a robust projection optical system for see-
through rear seat with passenger and for a light inside of
a car. However, there are some difficulty in this proposed
system. The first difficulty is that this proposed system has
only a monocular observing point. The second is that it is
very difficult for users to turn their head. The third is lack of
a depth perception. These problems make users feel stress-
ful. In this paper, We launch step-wise lens array into this
proposed optical system so as to settle these issues.
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2. Theory and method

2.1. Problems of earlier proposed method

As was mentioned in the previous section,there are some is-
sues for the earlier system by using RPT.

• This system has only a monocular observing point.
• It is difficult for users to turn their head.
• This system has a little depth perception.

The cause of the first problem is because the lens of a pro-
jector is one. In this projector optical system, the image pro-
jected from the lens of a projector corresponds to the object-
ing point. Therefore, the observer has to see with one eye.
The second one is simply because the observer has to turn his
face 180 degrees to see from the observing point. The cause
of the third one is same as that of the first one. The depth
perception is provided from various parallax. Particularly, in
this case, because influence of the binocular parallax is big,
it is thought that depth perception is not provided when ob-
server sees the projected image with one eye.

2.2. Proposed method

Our goal is to settle these problems of previous research. In
this paper, we propose the system by using Stepwise Lens
Array and Field lens. Fig.1 shows the proposed projection
optical system. There are two video cameras for both eyes.
Lens group including stepwise lens array and field lens di-
vides a projected image into the image to watch with left eye
and with right eye. An observer can get depth perception by
the binocular parallax because each projected image is sub-
tly different. In addition, in previous research, even though
the length from half-mirror to each retro-reflective material
are different, if observer sees precisely from the observing
point, the gap of the projected image does not occur. An ob-
server can see from observing points with both eyes by using
stepwise lens array. The inclination of observing points are
able to be changed for observer’s usability by setting param-
eters.

Figure 1: Proposed projection optical system by using Step-
wise lens array and Field lens

3. Experiment Result

We implemented a laboratory experiment to confirm the use-
fulness of the proposed system. We performed confirmation
about the difference in divided projection images seen each
objecting point. We projected still images which were taken
from the viewpoint of eyes and taken from a optically wrong
position. The result is shown in Fig.2. The proposed method
showed that the observer could recognize the projected im-
ages from the different viewpoint positions. However, we
found it difficult to see from optically wrong viewpoint as
Fig.2(c). Furthermore, we could confirm the aberration due
to stepwise lens array and field lens.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: The projected images: (a) is for left eye, (b) is for
right eye and (c) is observed from optically wrong position.

4. Conclusion

This paper proposed a visual display for stereoscopic vision
based on binocular parallax using Retro-reflective Projec-
tion Technology. We conducted an experiment to test our
proposed method. In the experiment, we could recognize
the projected images from the different viewpoint positions.
However, the result images are blurry and have a lot of aber-
rations. For future extension, we will implement by using
projected images considering binocular parallax in a car.
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